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LONDON, Hotellobot (07/09/18)- Hotellobot (https://hotellobot.co.uk) is an ingenious guest information

service software that can be paired with Hotellobot Robot Hardware to make the world’s first and only

personal hotel concierge robot. 



Hotellobot Software can be used in conjunction with Amazon Dot Voice Hardware, Amazon Spot Screen

Hardware or Hotellobot Robot Hardware to provide an exceptional, user-friendly, guest information system.

With a vocal command or touch of the screen, depending on which hardware is used, Hotellobot is able to

provide guests with information specific to their hotel stay - including menus and timetables. 



It is the combination of Hotellobot Software and Hotellobot Robot Hardware that provides an altogether

unique concierge assistant to guests and staff alike - the first of its kind worldwide. Hotellobot Robot

Hardware can be connected to a network of staff smart watches, allowing guests to request concierge

services from the comfort of their room.  The conservation of resources and staff time as a result of the

communication between Hotellobot Software, Hotellobot Robot Hardware, and staff smart watches will be

unprecedented. 



Data collected from this unique network will produce invaluable information regarding guest requests, and

assist hoteliers in projecting and implementing the most economical direction of employee and resource. 



Hotellobot is a multifaceted, unique software and robot hardware, that will provide support to guests,

staff, and hoteliers alike. Hotellobot will bring an adroit, previously unchartered dimension to

concierge and guest services. Technology in hotel rooms is a step towards a more efficient, cutting-edge

business model. The 24 - hour, unlimited nature of Hotellobot’s functionality will transform the

accessibility of guest services, as well as eradicate unnecessary calls to reception desks.
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Hannah Marsh, hannah@hotellobot.com
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